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News from the Chair
Welcome to the Summer issue of the CILIP LIHG newsletter. Though international news remains bleak,
among the committee we are rejoicing that some of us were finally able to meet in person again, holding
our first hybrid meeting in May. Many thanks to our Treasurer, Waseem Farooq, for hosting us at the Aga
Khan Library, and offering us the technology to make this possible.
The biggest news for the group since our last issue is that booking is now open for our 2022 conference,
which will take place in person at Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution on Saturday 2nd July. We are
aiming for it to be a sociable occasion fit for this year's theme: Space & Sociability in Library & Information
History. As well as an exciting lineup of speakers, for the first time there will be the opportunity for delegates
to offer 5-minute lightning talks on the conference theme if they wish. I look forward to meeting many of you
there. We are offering a student bursary for the event, in exchange for a write-up of the event for this
newsletter, so those of you unable to attend should still be able to hear the highlights.
This issue contains a feature-length article from Laura Blair on the role of the library 19th-century asylums and
an interview with Nathalie Belkin on the hidden history of the London Library, as well as contributions from
the 2021 LIHG Essay Award recipients. Thanks and well done to our new Newsletter Editor, Alex Kither, for
pulling together such rich content for this issue. Please do get in touch with Alex (contact details in the back
matter) if you have any news, events, or articles that you would like us to feature in future issues.
Jill Dye
Chair, CILIP Library & Information History Group
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Isolation Reading
The role of the library in the 19th century lunatic asylum

Figure 1. A Lady’s sitting room at the Crichton Royal Institution from Dumfries and Galloway Archives, John
Rutherford of Jardington Photograph Album - Volume IV DGH1/8/1/4. Made available digitally by the
Wellcome Collection.

ost of us – especially those of
us whose lives are spent in
libraries one way or another –
are probably familiar with the
idea that reading is ‘good’
for us. Under stress, we often return to an old
familiar favourite like we might soothe a child
with a bedtime story. The religious among us
might seek out our old prayer books for
comfort, or the unlucky in love turn to the

poetry of others in our situation. During the
last two years, my own reading has taken on
a distinctly apocalyptic flavour, devouring
novels about plagues whose worlds began to
feel eerily similar to my own, but somehow
giving
reassurance.
I
wasn’t
alone,
apparently: Penguin Classics reported a huge
upswing in purchases of Albert Camus’ The
Plague. Friends of mine looked instead for
escapism, cocooning themselves in stories of
2
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alien worlds or romances which weren’t
hindered by masks and country-wide
lockdowns. In isolation, our small libraries
have meant more than ever.
We’ve long recognised this healing potential
of books, and it has an enduring appeal in
twenty-first century society. The Guardian’s
‘The book that changed me’ gives insight
into how books have influenced readers’
relationships with their homes, lives, bodies
and relationships. In 2013, Ella Barthoud and
Susan Elderkin published The Novel Cure: An
A-Z of Literary Remedies, with Waterstones
advertising it as a ‘medical handbook with a
difference.’ There’s even a name for it:
bibliotherapy. The term first pops up during
the First World War, in a somewhat satirical
1916 article for the Atlantic Monthly by
minister and essayist Samuel McChord
Crothers. The article presents a fictional
‘Bibliopathic Institute’, situated in what was
once a church vestry, where an enterprising
Dr. Bagster (who seems not to be a doctor)
provides advice on which literature might act
as ‘a stimulant or a sedative or an irritant or a
soporific.’ Whilst Crothers might have been
poking
fun,
American
librarians
professionalising in new ways in the wake of
their service during the War took the term
and ran with it.
Mary Mahoney’s recent work highlights just
how seriously American librarians took their
roles. She highlights Louise Sweet, stationed in
the United States Army General Hospital No.
16, who considered the effects books might
have on her tuberculosis patients: anything
too exciting might raise their temperature or
quicken their pulse, with a detrimental effect.
In the following decades, those practising
bibliotherapy even organised their libraries
according to its principles – at Bridgeport
Hospital in Connecticut, books were carefully
vetted before their addition to the hospital
library,
and were categorised under

‘depressing’, ‘not for any patient’, and ‘not
advisable for all patients.’ Doctors suggested
‘prescriptions’ of books, handing out texts as
they might antibiotics, or sedatives.
The art and science of bibliotherapy, and its
history, is beginning to receive more attention
from historians. Shafquat Towheed, Edmund
King, Sara Haslam and Francesca Benatti in
particular have made excellent studies of the
impact of literary caregiving during the First
World War. But the practice of bibliotherapy
did not begin with its naming. The ‘healing
power’ of a book was drawn on far earlier,
and the roots of bibliotherapeutic practice
stretch back over a hundred years before
librarians were wheeling carts of prescribed
books through the wards of American
hospitals.
Years ago, I encountered the story of William
Chester Minor: surgeon, contributor to the
Oxford English Dictionary, and lunatic asylum
patient. Incarcerated at the Broadmoor
Insane Asylum in 1872 after shooting dead a
stranger during a period of intense and
frightening delusions, Minor was an avid
reader. Enabled by his family wealth, he
collected a large collection of books, and
had his own day-room where he employed
fellow patients as his servants. His reading
practice was so developed that upon seeing
Sir James Murray’s ‘appeal to English
speakers and the English reading public’ in
1879, he began contributing examples of
word use. These eventually totalled in the
thousands, and Murray even came to meet
with him at Broadmoor. I was struck by the
fact that Minor was permitted to keep his
own library. Why was he encouraged in his
literary pursuits? And was he an exception to
an otherwise book-free rule?
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characterised as people who had lost their
reason; and it was the job of asylum staff to
restore them to it, by providing moral
authority, discipline and order. Re-activating
and cultivating control over the ‘powers of
the mind’ through a daily routine of mental
and physical exercise became key.

Figure 2. Dr. William Chester Minor (June 22, 1834 –
March 26, 1920).

Our cultural conceptions of the ‘lunatic
asylum’ paints it – often fairly – as a place of
unjust confinement and institutional abuse.
Most of us picture dim rooms, manacles and
straitjackets, rather than extensive gardens,
sports facilities, wards with pictures and birds,
and a patient library. Yet these were a part of
life for patients at asylums, especially during
the mid-nineteenth century where a system
of ‘moral treatment’ was in vogue.
Increasingly, the asylum was looked to as an
institution which would support and treat
those seen as mentally ill: by 1845, every
borough in England and Wales were required
to provide an asylum for so-called ‘pauper
lunatics’, with similar legislation appearing in
Ireland and Scotland. In this period of
therapeutic optimism, patients ceased to be
seen as animal-like, requiring strict discipline,
fear and physical punishment to keep them
in order. Instead, the mentally ill were

Minor was in fact not an outlier at all, as
books became an integral part of treatment.
As literacy rates rose and access to printed
material was on the increase outside the
asylum,
the
patient
population
was
increasingly a reading population, one for
whom books were familiar and possibly even
comforting. As such, the position of books
and periodicals within the ‘ideal’ asylum
became an oft-discussed issue. Samuel Tuke,
grandson of the founders of the famous York
Retreat, wrote in 1813 that whilst “useful
occupation” is most beneficial for patients,
activities such as reading help to ward off
“indolence” and its “natural tendency to
weaken the mind.”
The replacement of ‘incorrect’ thoughts and
feelings relied heavily on the ‘healthy’
examples of others. Patients were supposedly
influenced by the correct behaviour
modelled by staff and instilled in them
through their routines and activities within the
asylum. W. A. F. Browne, superintendent of
the Crichton Royal Asylum in Dumfries and
later Commissioner in Lunacy, noted an
additional benefit: guidance provided
through books appeared to be “without the
apparent influence of the physician,”
rendering patients more amenable to it.
Doctors, chaplains, attendants and even the
patients themselves took on the duties of the
librarian,
collecting,
organising
and
distributing books throughout the institution.
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ten volumes of Malte Brun’s Physical
Geography; the effect of Hume’s History of
England on a “morose misanthrope”; the
man who believed himself married to the
Queen
challenged
by
the
Morning
Chronicle’s news of her marriage; or the
patient with paranoid delusions of being
tortured and experimented on who found
amusement in Charles Lever’s novel The
Confessions of Harry Lorrequer. Similarly to
Louise Sweet, Browne doled out his patients’
reading material based on his understanding
of their personal experiences, tastes, and
medical difficulties. Stressing the importance
of this work, he wrote: “it is as expedient to
bestow care upon the Library as upon the
Laboratory.”

Figure 3. Anne Campbell, Bethlem, 20 May 1841,
by C. Gow. (Royal College of Physicians
Edinburgh, DEP-MOR-4-95).

The ability of books to distract and occupy
their readers was seized upon. Preventing
patients from ‘dwelling’ on the symptoms of
their illness was a key part of treatment. The
Belfast Asylum’s Medical Superintendent,
Robert Stewart, wrote in 1848 that reading
could benefit patients through distraction. By
“having their minds thus directed into new
channels of thought,” he argued, “a
reasonable hope is entertained that the
chain of their delusions may be broken, and
their mental disease, if not ultimately
removed, at least be greatly mitigated.”
Browne, one of the most influential figures in
British psychiatry, took a similar view. His
stewardship of the Crichton Royal is
characterised by an intense focus on the
library, which he described as “moral
medicine.” His annual reports feature regular
updates on his various ‘prescriptions’ of
reading material: the delusional patient given

Aside from the medical aspect of reading,
asylum staff also recognised that for many
patients, reading was a comfort which made
their time in the asylum, usually involuntary,
bearable. Here in 2022, our turn to books
often hinges on the comforting notion that in
times of stress, uncertainty, and isolation,
reading can act as a lifeline – to distract us,
amuse us, and connect us with worlds we are
shut out of through time, imagination or
situation. J. Burchell Spring, Chaplain and
librarian at the Bristol Asylum, reminds the
readers of his report in 1874 that for asylum
patients, books were even more of a lifeline
than for those outside asylum walls. "When it is
remembered how much consolation well
chosen books bring to the healthy and the
sane," he writes, "we need not be surprised if
they should be valued by those who are
shattered in mind and body, and who, in a
measure, are shut out from those thousand
distractions which meet us in the busy world."
My ongoing study of the records of asylums
across Britain reveal how widespread the
existence of patient libraries truly were, and
how an encouragement of patient reading
was considered a standard part of the
5
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therapeutic regime of the asylum. Though
championed
particularly
by
individual
doctors such as Browne, reports of the
Lunacy Commission reveal that this public
body likewise maintained expectations as to
the provision of reading material as part of
the
asylum’s therapeutic environment.
Commissioners visiting asylums were required
to ask about the recreations provided for
patients, and were frequently critical of
institutions which did not adequately furnish
wards with reading material or make
concerted efforts to facilitate patient
reading.
Each of the twenty-six asylums across Britain
and Ireland whose records I have examined
had a library. These have varied from
collections of thousands of titles which
wouldn’t have been out of place on an
educated
gentleman’s
shelf
in
the
nineteenth century, to libraries filled with
sensation fiction, to shelves populated mostly
with periodicals suited to a patient
population with a lower average literacy
level or who had limited English. It is possible
to see wider developments in library practice
reflected in recommended approaches
taken in asylums: the asylums’ librarians
experiment with central reading rooms and
ward
bookcases,
patient-driven
libri
desiderata lists, catalogue-based request
systems and circulating ward libraries.
The patient appetite for the asylum library
was not one which was imagined by asylum
staff. Nineteenth-century patients, coping
with often difficult psychiatric symptoms whilst

isolated from wider society, seem to have
shared our impulse to self-soothe with
reading. Alexander Smart, a working-class
printer and poet, spent large portions of his
life in the Royal Edinburgh Asylum, where he
worked at the asylum’s printing press,
contributed to the patient-run periodical The
Morningside Mirror and made use of the
patient library. His autobiography, printed at
the asylum in 1855, discusses the great
importance that books held for him during his
most difficult moments.
“Shut up within the walls of this little world,
one day was exactly like another in its
monotonous course; but I now had a new
world of books in the small library of the
Asylum, and a most novel and most
interesting world of life in the strange society
around me.”
His descriptions of reading “by the grey
growing light of the summer morning” when
he found himself sleepless, or looking over the
periodicals and newspapers with breakfast
on Sundays, are recognisable to many of us.
For Smart and patients like him, whose lives
were so intertwined with the literary industry
of the nineteenth century, the asylum library
was more a means of self-improvement or
treatment – it represented a connection to
worlds more expansive than their own, both
real and imaginary.
Laura Blair,
Wellcome Trust Doctoral Student,
Queen Mary University of London
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Space and Sociability in Library &
Information History
CILIP LIHG Conference 2022

Saturday, 2 July 2022, Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution
ow have libraries, through the
annals
of
history,
been
experienced as particular spaces
of sociability and practice? How
did libraries contribute to fostering
community?
This
theme
is
intended to provoke sustained reflection on
the
practices
and
experiences
of
stakeholders in libraries – including its
members,
library
and
information
professionals, and the wider community in
which they operated.
The conference will include a keynote from
Katie Halsey on Leighton Library and the
Chambers Circulating Library, 1815-1830, as
well as two panels and lightning talks. To see
the full schedule, and book your place, visit:
https://bit.ly/LIHGConf22.

Bursaries

The bursary will include the conference fee
and reasonable travel expenses not
exceeding £100. The committee may award
more than one bursary based on the strength
of applications.
Applicants should submit a one-page CV
and short paragraph explaining their interest
in attending the conference to Dorothy
Clayton
(dorothy.clayton@manchester.ac.uk) by
Monday 20th June 2022.
The successful applicant will write a report of
up to 1,000 words for the LIHG Newsletter.
Please note that this bursary is only available
to UK-based students (full or part time), and
applicants must be members of the Library &
Information History Group (or willing to join
the group if awarded the bursary).

The LIHG committee is delighted to
announce that we are able to offer a student
bursary to attend this year's conference.
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Hidden History of the London Library
LIHG Newsletter Editor’s interview with Nathalie Belkin,
Archivist at the London Library
ormed in 1841, The London Library
is one of the oldest subscription
libraries in the country. Throughout
its 180-year history the Library has
been a hub for literary and
creative thinkers, passionately
supporting it and drawing heavily
on its collection to produce their work. In all
that time no one has ever inventoried its
collection of archival material. Nathalie Belkin
is the first archivist to hold the position at The
London Library, and since 2019 has been
appraising, processing and creating an
inventory to bring the history of the Library
and its members to life.
Can you give a general overview of the
London Library archives and their extent?
This is the first time that all the materials have
ever been collated and inventoried fully.
Currently, the extent, from what I've
collected from various rooms, offices, desk
drawers and cupboards in kitchens, comes to
about 70 metres. At the start, I was told it was
going to be a lot less as that was what had
been originally assumed. The collection
includes all the minutes since the Library's
inception in 1841, with correspondence and
some minutes dating back to 1840. Also
included are blueprints of the land and the
original building lease here in St. James's
Square, which the Library took over after
growing out of its original home in Pall Mall.
This house was originally leased and then
purchased, and over the years has
expanded to form the current buildings. The
collection contains both issue cards and issue

books, as well all our historical membership
records. We had hoped to find the entire run
of
member
borrowing
histories
and
correspondence, but unfortunately, due to
space constraints over the years, and the
passage of time, chunks have been lost.
What we do hold is a fascinating collection
for the first decade of the Library's inception
of borrowing books. Still stored in their thick
leather original ledgers, with the name of the
member written in alphabetical order and
the books they borrowed listed underneath.
Unfortunately,
the
volumes
are
not
consecutive, but they still provide incredible
insights into the reading habits of the
Victorians. These records include the
borrowing histories of Dickens, Darwin,
Thackeray, John Stewart Mill and Harriet
Martineau. We then come to a large gap in
time before we get to the thousands of issue
cards that we hold. From my research into
them, I found that these were actively used
between the 1930s up to the 1980s. However,
they are collected via author last name and
sometimes book title, with the borrower’s
name underneath. This requires a large
amount of time and work to decipher and a
rather large transcription undertaking – one
that I hope to do as work continues on the
archive.
As can be seen, in general, there is a lot
about the day-to-day running of the Library,
with correspondence from the various
librarians,
secretaries,
members
and
committees of the library that run from slightly
8
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prior to its inception, when it was just the
concept in 1840, up until the present day.

Figure 2: Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Joining Form, 1899.
Nominated to resume her membership to the Library by
Sir Leslie Stephen. Garrett Anderson originally joined in
1876. ©The London Library

What were some surprising or unlikely finds
that you encountered while cataloguing the
collections?
Some of the most unlikely, and yet very
welcome finds were the original land deeds
for the property that we now stand on here in
St. James's Square. We hold a 1674 deed
where the land is given by the Earl of St.
Alban Lord Chamberlain to John Harvey of
Ixworth, Suffolk and John Coel of Lincoln’s

Inn. We also hold many deeds and
agreements for the land in Duke Street, most
of which was eventually purchased by the
Library for its own expansion in later years. We
also have the original Lease for the Library
taking over the house here in St. James’s
Square in 1846, with many plans, deeds and
agreements both pre-and-post that time.
That was a delightful surprise, as I had no idea
that as well as having The London Library
land deeds, it would include materials dating
further back to when it was just land. The
materials themselves were in surprisingly
fantastic condition. Due in part to their being
created on parchment and even though
they were folded and then left in a very hot
kitchen cupboard, they managed to survive
very well, many with the original wax seal
very much intact. We inventoried them
separately and then flattened and cleaned
them. Since then we have been able to
display them and future plans include their
digitisation.
I also came across some very interesting
papers in the Manuscripts and Special
Collections department. I found a number of
first-hand, personal statements from members
who
deposited or bequeathed their
notebooks, diaries and correspondence with
us from both the First World War and The
Second World War. These provide fascinating
insights into what the men went through in
different parts of the world and in different
time periods. These are materials we plan to
digitise to allow much more access and
research into, as well as an educational tool.
Another interesting find are the members I still
come across; apart from the members who
are household names like Dickens and
Virginia Woolf, I’ve found that Elizabeth
Garratt Anderson, Peter Pears, Edith Head
and, my favourite was Samuel Clemens. I
9
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was researching someone else and turned
the page with a vague thought that I knew
that name. Looking back at the membership
paper, I realised it was Mark Twain, and that
he had been a member here at the Library. I
thought, and still do, that he was a pretty
amazing find.
What challenges did you first encounter when
you started the cataloguing project?
When I first started the cataloguing project,
nothing had been catalogued before and
no items were in a specific space, many
items not even boxed. I had planned to try
and break down the collection by series: my
thinking being, correspondence first, then
minutes,
membership
records,
then
blueprints. But because everything was so
random and in such disparate areas of the
Library it was impossible to do it that way. I
was also constantly finding more materials. I
needed a new approach to get a sort of
“quick and dirty” inventory of all holdings first.
So I decided to do it by location. I inventoried
everything I found in each room onto a
spreadsheet and since then have been able
to organise it by series. I decided to house
and/or rehouse as I went, minimal processing
to protect and stabilise the materials, identify
a location and catalogue it all. That was the
biggest challenge, bringing it all together.
What would you say are the most
underappreciated parts of the archive
currently?
At the moment I would say our minutes and
annual reports - the very early volumes give a
whole overview of the Library from its
decision making process, the various
sub-committees, the financial situation and
membership situation. But it also gives you
snapshots of the time, and the simple

decisions that needed to be made.
Questions were raised like, should we have
more gas lighting? Should the library start to
get electric lighting? How much more book
storage is needed? The minutes also note
historical events that directly impacted the
Library, including the bombing that destroyed
the Art Room near the end of WWII.
I also get asked a lot of questions from
people about early membership, and they
are very surprised to learn that women were
allowed to join as members immediately.
From my reading of the Library’s original
scheme by W.D. Christie, this was never in
question. There were no restrictions at all,
which is quite unusual for this period of the
early 1840s. There were obviously far more
men, but quite a few women joined
immediately, and these are seen in the
original rolls of Library membership.
What interesting stories do these documents
tell us about the history of the library and its
operations?
That it didn’t change for many, many years,
up to very recently in fact. In the last 10 years
it was decided that the structure needed to
change from having the Librarian as the
head of the entire Library, to a Chief
Executive. Until then, the focus was always
very much, as it should be, on the books and
on the members, but unfortunately, financial
issues became more prevalent and other
parts of the Library needed to be tended to,
as with most businesses. The way that the
library now functions has changed in very
positive ways. There's an executive branch
which includes the overall Chief Executive
Director of the Library, a membership, library
services and collection, and financial and
fundraising directors. The system has adapted
to modern times with realistic and successful
10
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approaches to membership fees, member
services, events and more access to allow us
to continue as a successful independent
subscription library.
However, for the most part we have stayed
the same institutionally since we started.
Open for everybody, no restrictions on
membership, options for everyone to join. We
still have a Patron, President and a Board of
Trustees. The London Library building itself has
gotten bigger and more modernised with
several additions, but the main areas of the
house have stayed the same.
What do the archives tell us about the
day-to-day for the staff of the library?
When it started, the library was open six days
a week. Originally it was going to be seven,
but the first Librarian decided that everyone
would need a rest as well as the library being
cleaned. So the library was open for as long
as it was light during the summer hours, which
normally meant it would close around 7:00 or
8:00 PM, and would open at around 9:00 AM.
Their day-to-day work-life was very similar to
today. Many of the tasks, such as issuing,
returning and sorting books can be and are
now all done by computer; but at the time,
of course, it was all manual. Every member
would send in letters of request as
handwritten notes, they would come pick
them up or they would possibly send staff
who worked for them. Today the Library
receives requests via email and telephone.
From what the minutes tell us, on a usual day
the library staff would go around collecting
the books, making sure that the gas lights
were working, requested books were ready
and that everything was clean and in place.
The Head Librarian/Secretary would spend
more time around the Library chatting with

members and answering questions as did the
sub-librarians and deputy librarians. Today
there is a lot more behind the scenes work to
do with the getting of the books and the
dealing with returns and orders. The London
Library has its own unique classification
scheme, created by Charles Theodore
Hagberg Wright and his deputy, Christopher
J. Purnell and one that is still in use today. The
Library also sent books to members via the
post abroad and around the country. This is
something that the Library has always done,
and became much more popular during the
wars. This practice has continued and grown
exponentially
during
the
pandemic
lockdowns, with The London Library being
one of the few Libraries to offer the service
throughout.
Generally, it would seem that the daily lives of
librarians were not that different, it was a lot
less technical, with no computers or phones.
It was and is still a very physical job, but
people tended to come and stay and would
spend many years at the library. The
Librarians and staff both in the past and
today have always thoughtfully answered
many questions about the Library holdings,
going above and beyond for members.
Generally, staff came and stayed with
people who worked here for anywhere
between 20-50 years.
Can you tell us some more about what the
future of the archives looks like in terms of
future projects that you're looking at?
When I started here my job was to create an
inventory and make it accessible. However,
there is a lot more material than had
originally been thought, so, in order to
facilitate preservation and accessibility, I
have written a few project proposals to
manage the future of the archives. One is to
11
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digitise the membership volumes, because
we have a run from 1841 through to the
present day. Most are in very thick bound
volumes and unfortunately as time has gone
on, the paper has gotten cheaper, thinner,
and more brittle which has led to tearing and
paper loss. One of my main projects is to
have them disbound, cleaned, digitised, and
then rehoused in acid free boxes. This would
enable researchers and any interested
people access to digital surrogates, while
protecting the original documents. If we want
to do displays or exhibits, we still have the
option of showing our originals. A lot of the
volumes also have inserts of letters written by
the member who was either asking for some
books or wanted to talk with the librarian.
That's one of our main projects, with another
in the similar vein. The minute books and
annual reports, which basically show all the
changes to the staff, the building and
everything else throughout our history. That's
another digitization project that is being
considered, as is having all of the first hand
statements from people during the wars
made more accessible so that we can invite
local schools to see them. We want to invite
other educators and academics to come
and see the items first-hand, not just online.
We very much welcome non-members to
come, arrange day passes and look at what
we have. It’s a priority for us to make as much
material accessible as reasonably possible,
so that the archive can thrive.
We also have a specific archival storage
space alongside our other stacks. This means
everything is now in one place and moving
forward with the location identifiers, box
numbering and an organised collection, we
can invest in proper archive management
software and digital asset management

software to ensure accessibility and longevity
of the collections.
How can
archives?

researchers

now

access

the

Right now, we have very little that is currently
digitised, but we've updated the website to
include a page for the archives. This includes
a short brief on what we hold, as well as a
direct email to me. So, anyone that's
interested in our archives is welcome to
reach out to me. We will find out if the library
holds the items of interest, i.e., if there are
certain membership or building plans that we
have, types of correspondence, etc. we can
set up an appointment under invigilation
conditions. We're trying to give as much
access to as many people as possible,
obviously this was slowed down during the
pandemic, but we still remained open when
we were allowed and gave access to
members, and now it’s back up and running.

Figure 3: Deed Tin. Original London Library Tin notes the
original house number of the Library which can be
dated to prior to 1896 but post 1850. ©The London
Library

What is your favourite item in the archive?
12
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It's difficult to choose only one, but, I think my
favourite is the original deed tin which says
The London Library on it with the original
street number. The tin contained all the
deeds from the 1640s onwards that I found
folded inside. The deed tin is a little scraped
and nicked, but generally it's in really good
condition and is interesting because it sums
up how documents were stored at the time
and what the area was like, changes it was
going through. I also like looking at the many
types of stationary that we have. We hold a

large collection of London Library book
labels, some that were used and are found
on books still today, others that were
unpopular and were rarely used, all dating
back to the late 1800s. But there are a lot of
different ones, and for the most part, they are
still used for different books. E.G., some colour
labels represent a donated book, a general
circulation book or even a restricted item. I
still come across some I've never seen before.
Nathalie Belkin,
Archivist, The London Library

Library History Essay Award 2022
The Library History Essay Award is an annual prize for the best article or chapter on library history
published in, or pertaining to, the British Isles, within the previous calendar year. Introduced in
1996, the award is organized and sponsored by the LIHG and aims to support the publication of
research into library history in the British Isles.
The prize is £350.
Submissions should contain original historical research and be based on original source materials if
possible. Evidence of methodological and historiographical innovation is particularly welcome.
Authors may put themselves forward for the prize but may make only one submission per year.
Any member of CILIP may also nominate a published essay for consideration.
The entries will be identified and judged by a panel of three:
•

Chair of the LIHG

•

Awards Manager of the LIHG

•

External Assessor at the invitation of the LIHG Committee

Nominations (and any queries relating to the award) should be sent to the Group's Awards
Manager:
Dr Dorothy Clayton, Awards Manager, LIHG
Tel: 0161 826 3883; or 07769658649; Email: dorothy.clayton@manchester.ac.uk
Deadline for submissions is 30 September 2022
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Library and Information History Essay Award 2021
Reports from the recipients of the 2021 awards

John R. Hodgson, ‘“Spoils of Many a Distant
Land”: The Earls of Crawford and the
Collecting of Oriental Manuscripts in the
Nineteenth Century’, The Journal of Imperial
and Commonwealth History, 48.6 (2020),
1011–47, DOI: 10.1080/03086534.2020.1765532

he Bibliotheca Lindesiana
was
assembled
by
Alexander
Lindsay
(1812–1880), twenty-fifth earl
of
Crawford
(generally
known as Lord Lindsay), and
his son Ludovic (1843–1913),
twenty-sixth earl, in the years coterminous
with Queen Victoria’s reign. It contained one
of the largest and most diverse collections of
oriental manuscripts in Britain, alongside an
outstanding array of European manuscripts.
Enriqueta Rylands purchased the entire
collection of manuscripts in 1901 (for
£155,000) for the library she had recently
founded in memory of her husband, John
Rylands, Manchester’s most successful cotton
manufacturer.
This article is a development of a chapter in
my PhD thesis, ‘Class Acts: The Twenty-Fifth
and Twenty-Sixth Earls of Crawford and their
Manuscript Collections’ (The University of
Manchester, 2017). The collecting and
cultural significance of oriental manuscripts in
nineteenth-century
Britain
are
a
comparatively neglected field, one that was
ripe for re-evaluation in the light of
postcolonial theory. The article uses the
Bibliotheca Lindesiana as a case study for an
in-depth investigation of the motives and
mechanisms which underlay the formation of
oriental manuscript collections in Victorian
Britain. It also explores the diverse ways in

which such collections folded into wider
issues of race, imperialism and organisations
of knowledge.
The questions addressed in the article
include: What motivated Lindsay and
Ludovic to collect oriental materials, when
most nineteenth-century library builders
confined
their
activities
to
Western
manuscripts and printed books? How did the
oriental collections support Lindsay’s own
investigations
into
racial
classification,
ethnology and comparative religion? How
did Lindsay and Ludovic assemble these
collections, and were there any differences
between their respective practices? How did
they compare with other collectors of oriental
books and manuscripts in terms of their
backgrounds,
interests,
motives
and
mechanisms of collecting? And how did they
engage with and contribute to wider
orientalist discourses in their acquisition of
material, in their endeavours to exert
intellectual control over such heterogeneous
collections, and in opening them up to
researchers?
My thesis and the article from which it
derived were heavily influenced by the work
of several postcolonial scholars: Benedict
Anderson’s ‘totalizing classificatory grid’;
Michel Foucault’s metonymic application –
refined by Anne Brunon-Ernst – of Jeremy
Bentham’s Panopticon to a wide range of
systems of discipline and control; Tony
Ballantyne’s model of the British empire as a
web rather than a centre and periphery; and
investigations of the phenomenon of world’s
fairs, or expositions universelles, by Paul
Greenhalgh, Timothy Mitchell and John
Ganim.
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Deploying these approaches, together with
comparative studies of other collectors of
oriental books and manuscripts, have
enabled me to reveal the complex and
sometimes
contradictory
relationships
between the earls of Crawford and wider
orientalist discourses. I show that although
Lord Lindsay and his son were not intricated
in the official structures of orientalism (which
became increasingly formalised towards the
end of the nineteenth century), they did
engage with orientalism in various ways:
through their acquisition of books and
manuscripts, some of which were implicated
in aggressive imperialism, while others had
been accumulated by academic orientalists
in Britain and Europe; via their employment of
experts to catalogue the material; and by
opening the collections to academic
investigation.
In seeking an appropriate outlet for my
research, I approached the high-ranking
Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth
History, rather than more ‘mainstream’ library
history or manuscript studies journals, in order
to bring the important issues that the article
discusses to the attention of scholars of
imperialism and the colonial experience. I am
grateful to the journal’s editors and
anonymous reviewers for their comments and
support during the peer review and
publication process, and to the judges of the
Library History Essay Award, for selecting this
article as joint winner of the 2021 prize,
alongside Joshua Ehrlich’s excellent paper.

John R. Hodgson
Associate Director: Curatorial Practices
University of Manchester Library

Joshua Ehrlich, ‘Plunder and prestige: Tipu
Sultan’s Library and the making of British
India’, South Asia: Journal of South Asian
Studies, 43.3 (2020), 478–92
hat is a library? This
was the question to
which my latest
research
ultimately—and
unexpectedly—led.
At
one
level,
‘Plunder and Prestige: Tipu Sultan’s Library
and the Making of British India’ is about how
literary loot was marshalled in support of
ideas of sovereignty: first, by Tipu Sultan, the
ambitious sultan of Mysore (r. 1782–99), and
then by rival factions within the British East
India Company. But at another level, the
article is about what libraries have meant
and, indeed, continue to mean: why they are
acquired, and how they are used and
conceptualised. It shows that Tipu’s library, at
least, had many meanings. The collection
served as a body of knowledge and of art, a
trophy of war, and an emblem of royalty.
It was Tipu himself who assembled the
library, and who first gave it this set of
meanings. Largely through the plunder of
neighbouring rulers, he amassed some
2–4,000 manuscript volumes. Most were
written in elegant Persian or Arabic, many
were beautifully illuminated, and they ranged
in subject matter from the practical to the
spiritual. Tipu preserved the works in a vault in
his palace in Seringapatam. Clearly, they
meant a lot to him. He demanded daily
reports from the library’s caretakers, stamped
its bindings with the motto of his government,
and used its holdings to educate his sons for
future rule. He also deployed the library for
political purposes. Many of the books were
stamped with the seals of previous royal
owners, and thus situated the upstart Tipu in a
15
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tradition of kingship. The fact that his state
papers were stored in the same place may
even indicate that the two collections
overlapped conceptually. Finally, Tipu seems
to have employed the collection in
diplomacy. Records show that he hired
calligraphers, illustrators, and bookbinders,
and placed large orders for copies to be
made.
But Tipu’s days were numbered. In 1799 the
Company and its Indian allies stormed the
palace in Seringapatam. The sultan died in
the fighting. In the aftermath, rival parties
within the Company debated what should
be done with the library. The Court of
Directors sought to appropriate the collection
for its London headquarters, where it had
established an ‘Oriental Repository’. The
governor-general, Lord Wellesley, claimed
the books for the College of Fort William, his
grand university in Calcutta. Underpinning
the dispute were political and ideological
concerns. The directors sought to uphold the
Company’s original mercantile character.
Wellesley sought to jettison this and embrace
large-scale
territorial
sovereignty.
The
directors finally got their way: in 1805, they
succeeded in having Wellesley recalled; the
following year, they wrested back most of the
library. But this royal appendage sat
uncomfortably in their house of trade, and
even furnished material for their metropolitan
critics. What was more, it was Wellesley’s
vision of empire that ultimately prevailed.
Within a few decades, the Company’s trade
had dwindled to insignificance, while its
territory had grown to encompass much of
South Asia.

Today, the better part of Tipu’s collection
resides at the British Library in London, which
inherited the old India Office Records. Smaller
portions can be found in Delhi and Kolkata,
and a few works are scattered among other
institutions.
Over
the
years,
several
commentators have called for the library’s
‘repatriation’, the first as early as 1835. Future
debates on this issue are likely to be still more
complex than those involving plundered art,
given
the
library’s
multiple
historical
meanings. Tipu’s library comprised a body
not only of art but also of knowledge, as well
as a trophy of war and an emblem of royalty.
It was this plural and flexible significance that
gave it value for such different owners as
Tipu, Wellesley, and the directors.
The act of burning books now attracts far
more cultural attention than the act of
appropriating them. Yet this latter act has
been more common and arguably more
culturally significant throughout history.
Investigating the making and unmaking of
other libraries, in addition to that of Tipu
Sultan, will undoubtedly yield new insights. It
may even help to answer the big question:
what is a library?

Joshua Ehrlich
Assistant Professor
University of Macau
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Seminar in the History of Libraries 2021/22
he University of London’s
Seminar in the History of
Libraries, sponsored by the
Institute of English Studies,
Institute
of
Historical
Research, Warburg Institute,
and the Library &amp;
Information History Group, with convenors:
Giles Mandelbrote (Lambeth Palace Library);
Dr. Keith A. Manley; Dr. Raphaële Mouren
(Warburg Institute); Professor Isabel Rivers
(Queen Mary). The Seminar has continued to
meet during these troubled times but only on
Zoom.
This does mean that 'attendances’ have
increased – up to 58 for one seminar and 77
for another – but we all regret the absence of
the personal element that `live’ meetings
provide. Seminars during the 2021/22 session
have included Professor Andrew Pettegree
and Arthur der Weduwen (University of St
Andrews) on `The Institutional Library and the
History of Book Collecting: Fragility and
Perseverance’, based on their recent joint
book, The Library: a Fragile History. Their case
is that although institutional libraries today
seem settled and permanent, this was not
often the case, especially in the early
modern period when many institutional
libraries were dispersed and when many such
libraries only came into being because of the
activities of private book collectors.
Dr Rachel Eckersley (University of Leeds)
spoke on the development of English
dissenting academy libraries 1795-1900. Such
academies provided Protestant dissenting
students with an education comparable to
that of the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge. Many of their libraries were

substantial,
as
at
Warrington
and
Northampton, while others eventually came
together in Dr. Williams’ Library in London.
There were a number of significant academy
libraries in, unsurprisingly, Yorkshire and
Lancashire and which relied considerably on
networks of local supporters.
Federico Botana (Institute of English Studies)
talked about the book dealer, Leo S. Olschki
of Florence, who was well-known to libraries
in the early twentieth century for dealing in
medieval manuscripts. His correspondence
reveals his techniques, including secret codes
to protect the prices he paid. His profits were
often
substantial
but
he
undertook
considerable
research
on
what
he
uncovered, and he was a frequent
contributor
to
the
respected
Italian
academic journal, La Bibliofila. Michelle Craig
(Glasgow University) delivered a talk on the
library of Dr. William Hunter (1718-1783). The
Scottish physician, anatomist, and collector
lived in London where he acted as host to a
wide range of like-minded book-lovers and
medical scholars. Evidence from the books
and other sources reveals how he and others
made use of the library, which was to
become one of the major collections in the
University of Glasgow. Finally, Professor Bill Bell
(Cardiff University), who has just published a
new title, Crusoe’s Books, examined a
number of libraries established between 1830
and 1918 to explore whether their organisers
met the wishes of their readers.
Convicts, for instance, managed to obtain
'suspect’ material not normally found in their
libraries and would cut up Bibles and use the
leaves for playing cards, while prints from
books were popular as decorations for their
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cells. Polar explorers such as Scott of the
Antarctic on his 1902/03 voyage took with
him
about
1,200
books,
especially
recreational reading, but the library on the
whole was inadequate and the best books
were kept in Scott’s own cabin. Light for
reading was bad, and the whole expedition
was ill-prepared.
Finally, camp libraries during the First World
War were maintained in YMCA huts but often
contained
unsuitable material; soldiers
wanted modern fiction rather than anything
too serious. At the time of writing, it is hoped
that the seminar scheduled to be held on
Tuesday 7 June will take place `live’ in the
Warburg Institute, Woburn Square, London,
and will not be Zoomed. Michelle Johansen

(Bishopsgate Institute) is to speak on the
proposition that ‘Librarians are Boring’:
Popular
Representations
of
Public
Librarianship Since the 1880s’. Surely no-one
would ever describe librarians as boring?

History of Libraries Seminar
Tuesday 7 June 2022: 5.30-7.00pm (BST)
Michelle Johansen (Bishopsgate Institute & IHR):
'"Librarians are Boring": Popular Representations of
Public Librarianship Since the 1880s'
Warburg Institute, Woburn Square, London WC1H
0AB

K. A. Manley

Back Matter

The LIHG newsletter is produced twice a year. It contains short articles, news items, exhibition and
conference announcements, notices of awards and bursaries, and reports on conferences,
exhibitions, and site visits. We also highlight a selection of new publications. We are always looking
for feature articles in the field of library and information history; descriptions of little-known historic
libraries; information about projects with a significant historical component; new resources (print
and digital); news items; and calls for papers.
We also welcome reports on conferences on any subject in library and information history and
reviews of exhibitions. Recent graduates are invited to submit brief descriptions of their research
projects. Please contact the editor, Alex Kither, if you would like to have news, events, exhibitions
or calls for papers included in the newsletter: lihgnewsletter@gmail.com
Proposals for feature articles (length of article max. 2000 words) and descriptions of graduate research
projects (max. length 750 words) should be accompanied by a short CV. Deadlines for contributions:
14 October 2022 (Winter 2022)
5 May 2023 (Summer 2023)
Information about events, conferences and bursaries is also disseminated via the CILIP website:
www.cilip.org.uk/about/special-interest-groups/library-information-history-group
Follow us:
Twitter: @CILIP_LIHG
Facebook: facebook.com/groups/5645439476
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